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The Collected Lute Music of John Dowlandtranscribed and edited byDiana Poulton and Basil Lam
Dowland left no authorized edition of his lute works and the material isdispersed among many different source books, mostly manuscript, in ti-eBritish Isles, the Continent and the United States. Only a small proportionof his output has hitherto been published in modern editions. After manyyears of scrupulous research, the editors of this Collected .7:dition havebrought together for the first time all the solo lute pieces known to havesurvived, including some that have only recently come to light. There are109 items altogether, including doubtful attributions. For each niece all thesources have been compared and divergent readings listed in the exhaustiveTextual Notes.The music is presented both in tablature and in staff notation, and isthus accessible to both lutenists and keyboard players. Biographicalnotes on the composer and the dedicatees of the pieces, information onthe sources and a note on the transcriptions are also included in theedition. The volume, comprising over 300 pages, is case-bound (Royal4to), and the quality of design and printing is exceptionally fine.
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'The importance of this volume cannot be overestimated ... no musiclibrary, of any size, should be without a copy.'Clifford Bartlett, Brio Autumn 1974
A Thematic .Catalogue of Gustav Hoist's Musiccompiled by Imogen 1-Tolst
This definitive catalogue of Hiilst's music lists all his works, includingunpublished manuscripts, and quotes the opening bars of every work. The aimof the book is to give information about Holst's music to those who want toperform any of his published works, to study his unpublished manuscripts,to learn about the origin of a particular composition, or to think about hismusic as a whole. The catalogue has been organised so as to be of use toworking musicians, and explanatory notes for its use are clearly set out inthe Introduction.
E.15.00
'Miss Holst's deep knowledge of her father's music has been obvious since herfirst book on the subject; this work demonstrates how well she has masteredthe intricacies of scholarly methodology.'• C l i f f o r d  Bartlett, Brio Autumn 1974
Gustav Hoist: Collected Facsimile Edition 'Volume I: Chamber Operas: Sa.vitri and The Wandering Scholar

This two-colour reproduction of the autograph full scores shows many .subtleties obliterated by the engraved published scores, and is edited, with.introduction and full textual collation, by Imogen
208 pp. Clothbound £25 p u b l i s h e d  v  175
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THE BRITISH LIBRARY AND THE PROVISION OF MUSIC ON INTERLIBRARY LOAN
Maurice B.Line (Director-General, British Library Lending Division)
The text of a paper delivered to the Conference at Aberystwyth in April,1975

In talking about the British Library and the provision of music, Ishall be concerned mainly with the provision of music scores on inter-library loan, but I shall also touch on reference provision of music, onrecorded sound, and on bibliographic control and the supply of catalogueentries (I avoid the term "records" for obvious reasons). I t  will be ap-parent that I am speaking about a situation that is currently changing,so that this paper must be taken as a progress report rather than a de-finitive statement.
The supply of music scores on interlibrary loan was shown two or threeyears ago to be very unsatisfactory, by a survey carried out by KarenIsaksen and myself. (Isaksen, Karen and Line, Maurice: Availability ofmusic scores requested on interlibrary loan from the NCL and Central MusicLibrary. NCL Newsletter 14, March 1973, p8-12.) This fact perhaps hardlyneeded statistical demonstration, as librarians have known it for years,but better evidence than opinion is needed as a basis for any action thatinvolves sums of money. It  is interesting to compare the results of thesurvey of music provision with those of a major survey carried out at theBritish Library Lending Division in May last year. (Line, Maurice: Accessto resources through the British Library Lending Division. Aslib Proceed-ings 27 (1), January 1975, p8-15.) This showed that, i f  one excluded re-quests that were inaccurate, unintelligible, or inadequate, or which ap-peared to be for non-existent items, 91% of serials and 61% of books re-quested could be supplied from BLLD stock, and a further 5% and 25% re-spectively from elsewhere. The stock percentages are important becauseitems are normally supplied far more quickly from stock than from othersources, and speed is almost as important as satisfaction level in aninterlibrary loan system. In the music survey, of requests for individ-ual scores received by the CML and NCL, only 45% were in the NCL's unioncatalogue, and 55% in CML stock; for 15% there were no locations at allin 35 libraries (all with significant music collections) which checkedrequests against their catalogues, and only 3 libraries other than CMLhad more than 40% of the items. These surveys are not strictly comparable;we do not know whether music requests received at that time by NCL andCML were typical, or whether they represented the more difficult items -in the latter case, the unavailability would be exaggerated. BLLD nowreceives the vast majority of all interlibrary loan requests for serials,but a high proportion of the "easier" requests for books go to the regionalsystems. The broad comparative picture is probably about right. I f  anything,it may be biased in favour of music, since many potential requesters ofmusic, especially of more out of the way items, may well have been de-terred by the poor supply situation: the NCL had at that time a rudi-mentary and very patchy loan stock, supported by very incomplete unioncatalogues with poor quality entries. On the face of it, the availabilityof music scores on interlibrary loan is not much worse than that of books,but the latter will undoubtedly improve as the BLLD stock builds up -our acquisition programme for books has been comprehensive only for twoor three years - while there is no reason to suppose that the availa-bility of music will improve unless appropriate action is taken.
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To improve the situation, several courses of action were theoretic-ally possible. I will not go into the pros and cons of these now, sincethey are mainly of historical interest. At all events, i t  was clear thatthe same factors that favoured a central loan stock for books and serialsfavoured also a central stock of music scores. Estimates of costs showthat the ratio of annual demand to annual expenditure - a rough and readybut quite useful measure - was likely to be sufficient to justify centralprovision, so long as libraries sent most of their requests to BLLD. ForEnglish language books, the ratio is two loans for every £1 spent on ac-quisitions; for individual music scores, we would expect to receive in-itially between 5,000 and 6,000 requests a year, and spend between $3,000and £4,000 a year. (The figure of estimated requests is half the totalestimated interlibrary loan demand for individual scores; but demand willundoubtably increase as the service improves, both because libraries willtend to switch their requests to BLLD, and because a good deal of latentdemand will be released.) The ratio would not therefore be very differentfrom that for books. In any case, an expenditure of £3,000 or £4,000 onmusic is a tiny item in a total acquisition budget of over £1 million.
Music scores can best be considered in two main groups: individual(single) score, and sets of parts and multiple copies. It was decidedrecently to develop as fully as possible a central loan collection atBLLD of individual scores likely to be wanted on interlibrary loan. FromJanuary 1975, therefore, we have endeavoured to buy, on publication, onecopy ay least of every individual score of music through a blanket orderwith Blackwell's Music Shop. We are, moreover, buying retrospectively allindividual scores still in print. "In print" does not always mean "read-ily available", and it will be some time before we have caught up withall the backlog, but we have already a very substantial stock, receivedin the last three months. •Our acquisitions will aim to be comprehensive for British "serious"music, selective for other countries. Although the order excludes setsof parts and multiple copies, i t  includes chamber music which is pub-lished only in parts. The principle is one of providing music for studyrather than for performance, though study may of course include privateperformance. We shall not be acquiring "popular" or ephemeral music -the total output of this is very large, and the shelving problems it wouldpresent, as well as the cost, would not be justified by the use made ofit. It is true that there may be some Scott Joplins among current pop-ular composers, but by the time they are recognized as classics, thereis a good chance that they will be in print, and available as volumesrather than sheets.
I have little idea what proportion of demand for individual scores weshall be able to meet when we have obtained all that we can. I shouldguess about 50-60% initially, but I have no real evidence for this fig-ure. At any rate, the proportion should increase in time, as the stockgrows through purchase of newly published scores and reprints of olderones; we shall also add to stock items disposed of by other libraries.The satisfaction rate is, however, likely to improve only gradually, asimproved service will undoubtedly stimulate demand for more obscure items,and multiple demand for some works of which we shall not always have enoughcopies when wanted. From my previous experience, I should not be surprisedif the volume of demand grows to a very high level.
I should emphasise that not only should there be a reliable source ofsupply of most music scores, but the supply should be a.good deal fasterthan at present. Our service is not always perfect, and we do not pre-tend to send all items off the same day, even when they are in stock,

since some are not straightforward and need additional checking - andthe post office is a good deal less than perfect. Nevertheless, i f  youuse telex or first-class mail to send your requests, there is a verygood chance that you will receive the item within four days of yourdespatching the request. Studies carried out by one university libraryhave shown use of BLLD to be faster, and also measurably cheaper, thanuse of the regional system or direct application to another library.
What about the items that we shall not have in stock? Many of themwill be out of print, some will be music that is missed by the blanketorder, some may not be covered by the scope of the order. Many of theout of print items will be obtainable from the union catalogues we al-ready have (greatly tidied up recently, incidentally), supplemented bythe catalogues of one or two major music libraries. We are currentlyexamining the catalogues of a few such libraries to see if they addmuch to the entries we already have, and also if they can be filmed.Beyond a few libraries, the cost either of interfiling cards or of con-sulting separate catalogues becomes prohibitive - the law of diminishingreturns begins to operate pretty quickly. We shall definitely film themusic catalogue of the Central Music Library and probably that of Man-chester Public Library; Liverpool Public Library may publish its cata-logue. With CML we now have a special arrangement, with a view to usingit as a first stop when we cannot supply items ourselves. We pay CML forall items supplied on our behalf, and it now accepts requests, exceptfrom member libraries of LASER, only when they come through BLLD. Thisarrangement is similar to several we have made for the provision of booksand serials, mainly with very large research libraries like the copyrightlibraries, or with special private libraries that normally play littlepart in the lending system.
If necessary, the supply of music might perhaps be improved furtherby access to the holdings of the copyright libraries (other than theBritish Library Reference Division); these already lend, for consul-tation in library only, foreign books and out of print British books,on the understanding that they are used as a last resort in the UK.There is no reason why their scores should not be loanable in the sameway; but since they are usually bound together in large volumes, manyare not suitable for lending. If it appears that there is a major col-lection of music which, i f  properly catalogued, could significantly im-prove national access to music, i t  is possible that the British Librarywould give a special grant for cataloguing: there are one or two pre-cedents for this in the field of books.
One of our greatest problems may be that of adequate duplication ofscores that are in moderate or heavy demand. With books, we order extracopies when the waiting list reaches a certain size, and we shall do thesame with music. We shall probably find, as we have with books, that itis impossible to predict which items will be most wanted, and it is oftendifficult to obtain extra copies quickly when the demand comes; but thecopies so acquired can serve future needs - if an item is in heavy demandone time, i t  is likely to continue to be in demand.
In spite of this and other problems, I hope we whall not need to addto our union catalogue entries supplied by other libraries, and that ourstock will in future be sufficient for nearly all music published fromabout 1970, as well as much older material. Other libraries do, of course,acquire some older and out of print items, by donation and second-handpurchase; but it is simply not worth having all the problems of combin-ing entries from other libraries in order to satisfy the occasional re-
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quest. The problems of union catalogues, considerable enough for books,are much more severe for music, since many libraries appear to have in-competent music cataloguers, and even the competent ones use quite dif-ferent rules and formats which make editing and filing, if  not identif-ication, something of a nightmare.

Heavy demand is mostly for items that are held by several libraries,or at least are not rare. It should be possible to meet most of thissurplus demand that we cannot meet from our own stock by access to theCentral Music Library, supplemented by regional catalogues such as LASER's;we may also need to use occasionally other large collections such asManchester and Liverpool. We shall watch the situation carefully, andtake necessary action accordingly; since at present several libraries arestill contributing to our union catalogue, we can wait and see how things.turn out.
I should make it clear that I have no intention of establishing amonopoly of interlibrary lending of music. Our aim is merely to see thata good service is given. Libraries can use their regional systems stillif they wish, but I would expect much demand to be switched to us, inthe same way as public libraries have apparently switched much of theirdemand for books to us (we are now dealing with an estimated one-thirdof all interlibrary loan demands from public libraries, a much higherproportion than four or five years ago.)
What I have said hitherto applies only to individual scores, forstudy rather than performance; not to multiple copies of vocal works,nor to sets of parts of orchestral works. For the immediate future, atany rate, we are not thinking of providing these from BLLD. There areseveral reasons for this. One important reason is that to supply thesewould constitute something of a departure, parallel to the supply ofsets of plays for readings. No-one can or wants to draw a hard and fastline between study and recreation, but it would require a policy dec-ision for us to go into areas which could not possibly be called study,but which were clearly entirely recreational. Secondly, there would bea possibility of competition with commercial suppliers; this is a fairlysensitive area, and the British Library, as a fringe Government body,would need to be quite sure that it was not competing "unfairly" withcommercial enterprises. Thirdly, the provision of sets and multiple copiesis expensive if made on a comprehensive scale, particularly as replace-ment of worn copies is needed fairly frequently.
The other reasons why there would be problems in providing sets andmultiple copies at BLLD are operational. To lend the sets would requireconsiderable modification of our normal systems. For example, the aver-age weight of sets or multiple copies is far greater, and we would haveto charge more to cover the increased postal costs. We would in facthave to decide what unit constitutes the equivalent of an ordinary bookor periodical article. Secondly, longer loan periods than our normal oneswould probably be required in many cases. Thirdly, the checking out andin of sets and multiple copies would be very staff-intensive; here againwe would have to charge more to cover costs. Finally, the amount of shelfspace taken up would be very large, and much of the material would beawkward to house. None of these reasons is overwhelming, but it is essen-tial that our normal systems are not in any way adversely affected; andif we had to set up a separate system to deal with sets and multiple cones,and costed this appropriately, the cost could be quite high.
The fact that we do not, at least for the moment, intend to providesets and multiple copies at Boston Spa does not mean that we do notaccept some responsibility for seeing that adequate interlibrary loan

provision is made. I certainly accept responsibility for seeing whathelp we can give to ensure that there is adequate access to these mat-erials. The best solutions (not mutually exclusive) seem to be depend-ence on selected libraries, and union catalogues. If a small number oflibraries is designated, these can be supported either by the regionsin which they are located, by an annual subsidy (e.g.Plymouth) and/orpayment for individual items as borrowed; or by individual paymentsfrom user libraries (e.g.Liverpool and Manchester), whether these arein the same region or not (that is, the designated libraries need notbe selected on a regional basis); or by subsidy from a central source(perhaps the British Library). With a small number of designated lib-raries, one would expect a good deal of duplication between their stocks,and union catalogues might therefore be unnecessary, since requestscould easily be passed from one to another in case of failure. Alter-natively, i t  would be possible to record in one union catalogue all thesets of parts or multiple copies, in whatever library they were located,and either publish the catalogue (probably in COM, since frequent up-dating would be required), or hold it in a centre through which requestswould be handled (the BLLD could operate such a centre). A possible al-ternative would be a separate union catalogue for each region; but thisseems less satisfactory, because many requests would need to be switchedbetween regions. Whatever the ultimate solution, a national catalogue of
orchestral works is about to be compiled in machine-readable form andpublished. The success or otherwise of this will help to show whethersimilar catalogues should be compiled for multiple copies of vocal scoresand for sets of parts of chamber works, or whether soem alternative systemmight be superior. The British Library will be giving financial supportto the compilation of the orchestral catalogue, and after publications ofthe first edition will be responsible for maintaining it currently inmachine-readable form against the need for future printings of updatedversions._

Much modern music is not published, but printed and made available bythe publisher, until such time as he thinks it an economic propositionto publish it (if he ever does); much remains in manuscript (more orless legible) with a limited circulation through die-line prints. Somemeans of making it accessible, at least for study, would certainly bedesirable; composers are known to be concerned about the difficulty ofmaking their music available. In theory at least, BLLD could film suchmusic, i f  the copy was good enough, and lend the film; this would onlyserve purposes of study; but if examination of a score led to a demandfor performance, hard copies could be produced by Copyflo, and stored inone of the larger libraries; alternatively, a publisher might be inter-ested in it at this stage. There would be no point in making the actualmusic available if no-one knew that it was available, so there would haveto be some bulletin listing new music published in this way.
It is possible that the British Library Reference Division will havea supporting role to play in the national provision of music to otherlibraries. Even if the Reference Division eventually lends some mono-graphs - and this is something that has not even been discussed by theBritish Library Board yet - I do not see any prospect of its lending musicin the near future, for physical if no other reasons. However, the MusicLibrary in the Reference Division already does a good deal of microfilm-ing and copying, and there is no reason why there should not be a reg-ular arrangement between the Lending Division and the Reference Divi-sion for the supply of copies of items unavailable otherwise. I would en-visage that copies would be made and given to the Lending Division, whichwould use them as ordinary loan copies. Such an arrangement could benefit
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the Reference Division, since the repeated copying that some originals  undergo can cause damage; and it would help the Lending Division to build
up a stock of loan copies of otherwise-unobtainable out of print music.

There will, or should, be few music scores that other libraries inBritain will be purchasing that are not acquired by BLLD on its blanketorder. The intake of scores at BLLD could therefore be used as the basisof a current bibliography of a much more comprehensive nature than thepresent British Catalogue of Music. BCM is, as it is, of limited value,since few if any libraries confine their purchases to British public-ations. This would not matter so much if there were more foreign equi-valents of BCM. What is really needed is two current bibliographies: acomprehensive bibliography of all music published in the UK, includingephemeral music -  since this would be an extensive publication, muchof it of archival interest only, a suitable form of publication mightbe COM; and a select bibliography of all "serious" music, linked to asupply of catalogue entries, both in machine-readable form and hard copy.Since this second bibliography would be more extensive than the presentBCM, more frequent publication would be justified, and the bibliographycould therefore be more up to date and useful to libraries for select-ion and other purposes. These matters are mainly the concern of theBritish Library Bibliographic Services Division, but the fact that BLLDintake as well as copyright deposit at the BLRD might be used is a neatillustration of the benefits that can be derived from the bringing to-gether of lending, reference and bibliographic operations in one BritishLibrary.
At present, BLLD is not involved in non-book materials, except inso-far as some come to us as part of multi-media products; we also havesome slide-tapes, mainly introductions to information use. The problemsof storing and lending sound recordings are at least as severe as, thoughdifferent from, those of storing sets of parts and multiple copies. Sim-ilar policy decisions concerning use for study or recreation may alsoapply. The whole question of non-book materials, including sound record-ings, is under consideration in the British Library, and it would bewrong, even if it were possible, for the Lending Division to go aheadon its own, especially in the present financial climate. Personally, Ican see us taking on a role for the supply of non-book materials of ed-ucational and research value, but probably not recreational materials.
The new steps we have taken to make music scores more easily and quicklyavailable on interlibrary loan will, like the rest of our operations, bemonitored carefully. In addition to our own monitoring, i t  is very usefulto have feedback from our users. The service will not become perfectovernight, and I am sure we shall be able to make improvements. The bestway to find out where there are weaknesses in the services is for lib-raries to tell us, though I hope they will also tell us if the serviceis working well.

Telephone:Oxford 49111

Blackwell's Music Shop
(B. H. BLACKWELL LTD.)
38 Holywell Street,

Oxford, OX! 3SW, England
suppliers of music to

the British Library, Lending Division

THE REVISION OF DC 780 - THE 'PHOENIX' SCHEDULE
J.P.Clews, Leeds Polytechnic, Department of Librarianship
The text of a paper delivered at the Conference at Aberystwyth, April 1975
Introduction

Nobody involved with a music library can be unaware of the position inwhich DC class 780 is held by the profession. In their training, and intheir reading on music librarianship, nobody can have failed to notice thedisfavour which all British writers on music librarianship, such as Bryant,Redfern, McColvin and Long, have viewed DC class 780 in their books. Thismust surely be the area of the DC schedules the most adapted from the of-ficial schedules by libraries. With this in mind, I will not describe itsfaults as they can be found elsewhere.
It is clear from this that I do not come to praise DC780 but to cremateit. For the revision of DC 780 is no ordinary revision, as has been the casein previous editions of DC, but a completely new classification - a 'phoenix'schedule - risen from the ashes of its predecessor. However, while itsbasic structure has no dependence on the structure of its predecessor, muchof the notation remains very similar.

The background to the Phoenix classification
Before I outline the structure of the new music schedules, I should ex-plain how it came into being. It is not only the result of continued criti-cism of this class by the profession, but an integral part of the policyfor the whole schedules. DC has gone through 18 editions in almost a cent-ury, and a lot of editorial and classificatory experience has been built upduring this time. Editorial policy is discussed through DC's Editorial Pol-icy Committee (EPC), and in recent years this has favoured the de-emphasisof its American and Christian bias as most suitable to the pluralist andinternational society of today. This has found expression in the consul-tation of third world librarians on how DC can best be adapted to the spec-ific literature of and about non-western cultures, and the involvement ofnon-American librarians in the EPC, including Mr J.C.Downing of the BritishLibrary. Mr Downing also chairs the Library Association's DDC sub-committee,which has offered much useful criticism to the EPC. Recent editions of DChave also seen the appearance of completely new phoenix schedules, e.g. 340,law, and 510, mathematics, in the 18th edition. The work of the LA DDC sub-committee led to the EPC granting it a very generous sum of money and theinvitation to draft schedules for a phoenix classification for music. Itwas decided that the work be done at Leeds Polytechnic Department of Librar-ianship under the direction of Mr Russell Sweeney, with myself as ResearchAssistant, and the LA's Working Party on Music Classification acting assteering committee.
The work at Leeds Polytechnic has fallen into four phases. First, exist-ing classification schemes for music were examined for their useful feat-ures. BCM was found useful structurally, for its faceted structure and itsmanner of allocating notation according to literary warrant. Of the non-library classifications examined, the Spchs-Hornbostel classification formusical instruments was extremely valuable in the compiling of our instru-mental schedules because of the uniformity of its principle of division.Because of its adoption, our schedules should be much easier than any exii,t-ing library classification for classing exotic and non-European instruments,which often cause great difficulty.
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Second, the drafting of the schedules, which are now almost complete,has been done by organizing the major concepts of all major classificationsinto facets, deciding the order within each facet and the detail to whichour schedules should run, and only then allocating the notation. Our prim-ary aim when allocating notation has been to allow the maximum synthesisand the maximum hospitality to new subjects as they accur, rather than togive the maximum amount of detail in the schedules.
Third, consultation has gone on, and is going on at every stage, withthe members of the LA Working Party on Music Classification, before sendingparts of the classification to Washington. We would also like to extendconsultation to the members of the profession here, by asking for criticismsand opinions of existing schemes and on what should be included in a newmusic classification.
Fourth, as each stage of the classification has been compiled, we havetested the schedules against a body of literature to ensure that the class-ification of all books and music is possible. Again we should like to extendthis to members of the conference, and ask if anyone is prepared to under-take the practical classification of a small body of music literature, toensure that our classification can be uniformly understood and that the in-structions in the schedules are sufficient.

Basic problems in music classification
Music scores and recordings are obviously of a different physical formatfrom books, and require physical separation from each other. DC has frequent-ly been criticized for not doing so in its schedules, and other schemespraised for doing so. However, this function is not necessarily one of theclassification schedules. A suitable prefix applied to both the librarymaterials and the catalogue entry serves the same purpose, and this is whatis proposed in the new schedules. Books on string music and on string instru-ments will be separated from string music scores at M787; this is alreadyan official option in DC 18th edition.
An increasing problem felt by all music libraries is the growing inter-est in music from outside the Western art-music tradition, whose coverageis defective in many of the older schemes. DC's editorial policy in recentyears has been to make its schedules equally applicable to literature of andabout non-western as to Western cultures. In the music schedules this meansthe allocation of places to musical traditions such as pop, folk, jazz andAfro-American, and the provision in these special areas of as detailed enum-eration and synthesis as is possible for Western art-music, which still at-tracts the largest body of music and music-literature in libraries.
Very few library classification schemes cite the composer as the mostsignificant charncteristic of music literature, despite that fact that 27per cent of music literature primarily involves the composer, and 30 percent involves all musicians. It is therefore essential that the composeris the primary characteristic of division in the schedules for music liter-ature (but not in music scores and recordings).
One problem common to all schemes is the specification of a complexsubject consisting of two or more concepts. For example, should a bookon "Counterpoint in Beethoven's string quartets" be classed with counter-point, string quartets, or Beethoven? Only in a classification with a rec-ognized citation order is it possible to agree where this book should beplaced, and it is only possible to specify what the book is about in afaceted scheme. Accordingly, the new schedules will be a faceted scheme,while still in the same format as the rest of the DC classification.

9
Classification of music in the general schemes

After DC, the next oldest extant general classification is LC. This doesdistinguish music (class M) from music literature (classes ML and MT), butthe enumerative structure of the clssification means that there is no scopefor synthesizing two or more concepts together in one class mark, and hos-pitality to new subjects can only be haphazardly achieved by leaving gapsat fairly random points in the schedule, and there is no methodology fordeciding where to place new subjects. There is no relationship in the no-tation for books and music where the same concepts are involved: e.g.harpmusic is at M 115, books about the harp at ML 1006 and harp instructionalstudy at MT 540. Its last edition was published in 1917, and revision hasbeen published only sporadically in various scattered sources.
BC, although much less used, is clearer in its principle of division andcitation, and uses the same notation for the same concepts if they occurin different contexts. It also separates music literature (VV-VW) from musicscores (VX). Its second edition, which is awaiting publication, is evenclearer in its structure as it is based on BCM and D.Langridge's facetedclassification for jazz.
CC's music schedules are brief, consisting of only three half-pages inthe 6th edition, and as they stand they are useless for practical class-ification of a library's stock. However, one University Library does useit to classify its music. For music, CC is best regarded merely as an exampleof a faceted classification and as a forerunner of other faceted schemesfor music, notably BCM.

Special classification schemes for music
Special classifications arise in a subject when a general scheme is notcapable of fulfilling specialist needs, usually in the amount of detailrequired. In the case of music, however, nearly all the special class-ifications arose as a response to basic structural deficiencies in one orother of the general schemes and are often recognizable as a response toone particular scheme. In addition, work has gone on in the area of infor-mation retrieval codes for music, the most notable result of which has beenthe RILM Thesaurus; but the most significant activity has been in the de-velopment of special classifications.
Most special classifications of music grew UD after 1950. SouthamptonUniversity Library adopted a replacement for class M of its LC classific-ation developed by M.B.Line. Even CC stimulated an Australian librarian,R.K.Olding, to develop a faceted scheme based on its notation and method-ology as long ago as 1954 for Western music. As it stands, i t  has seriousdefects, and I can find no record of its use by a library. An alternativeto UDC has been provided by I.Pethes in his "Flexible classification formusic", which has a faceted construction. As Pethes is chairman of the IAMLClassification Commission, i t  is very probable that the classificationbeing developed by that committee will bear a strong resemblance to this.
The two most widely used schemes in British Libraries (other than DC andlocal adaptations thereof) have both arisen as a reaction to the deficien-cies of DC class 780. Of these, the McColvin classification first appearedin 1937, and has since become the most widely used classification after DC.Its widespread use is probably because of its primary division of notationbetween books on music and music scores. There are notable deficiencies inother areas. There is no mnemonic relationship of notation between booksand scores where the same concepts are involved; e.g.violin solos (music)are at 781.3, books on the violin at 785.4. There is no provision for syn-thesis; only a complex system of added classified entries guide users to re-lated subjects, and only then in the catalogue, not on the shelves. There
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is no distinction between traditions of music other than Western art music;they are merely listed together at 786.9: this also shows its lack of detail.There are some veritable howlers, like regarding all plucked stringed in-struments as subdivisions of the harp. Lastly, there is no revising body,so that as time goes by, each library expands its classification as itsstock and range increases, and the lack of uniformity between McColvinusers increases.

BCM appeared twenty years later in 1957, as a national bibliography ofmusic and music literature, arranged according to a classification schemedevised by E.J.Coates, a member of CRG. This has been widely acclaimed byBritish music librarians as the best available classification scheme formusic. This too acted as a substitute for DC class 780. Its faceted struc-ture and its detail and its hospitality to new subjects must have been thevital factor which recommended it to the six large libraries which now useit to classify their stock. While not having an editorial board, i t  hasbeen possible for users to consult the editor of BCM on questions of placingnew subjects. In all its 18 years it has only undergone one minor revision(in vocal music) despite the continuing flow of music and music literaturesince 1957.
Its faults are relatively minor ones, which are common to many otherschemes. It has been criticized as not being able to specify literatureon jazz and Afro-American music, and it is significant that this is theonly area which BC has seen it necessary to deviate from the order andstructure of BCM. Our phoenix schedules do provide the way for non-Westernmusic to be developed in this manner, but without the degree of detailprovided by BC. Another fault, also common to all other schemes, is inthe area of musical instruments. The traditional Western grouping of key-board, wind, strings and percussion is inconsistant, as it has three, notone, principles of division, and therefore cross-classification abounds.Our classification tackles this problem by adopting the Sachs-Hornbostelclassification for our instrumental schedules.

The phoenix schedule
The general arrangement of the proposed DC 780 looks similar to theprevious editions, with not too many large-scale relocations (see fig.1).To a level of 3 digits, i t  will be seen that half the classification re-mains as before. The major difference is that several concepts may now becombined from different parts of the schedules to enable specification ofcomplex subjects, e.g: texture in Beethoven's vocal music, which it waspreviously impossible to specify. Now it would be possible to combine not-ation from three areas of the music schedule, i.e. texture (general prin-ciples 781), vocal music (782) and Beethoven (composer area 789). In mostof the schedule, 0 and 1 have only been used for facet indicators, and2 - 9 will only appear in simple (non-synthesized) class numbers in theschedules. Classmarks like the present 785.8 (suites for orchestra) willno longer exist in the schedules, but it will be possible to constructsuch a class mark by combining the number for "suites" with that for"orchestra". The schedule order is the reverse of the citation order.

780-781 - standard subdivisions and general principles
These remain similar to previous editions, but with some expansionsin 780 and some relocations on a small scale in both 780 and 781. Severalof the BCM facets - form, character, technique and elements -  are sub-sumed under 781, although the order is not that of BCM. Both of these con-stitute the general and basic aspects of music.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

13th edition
Standard subdivisionsGeneral principlesVocal music
Orchestral & chamberKeyboardStringsWindPercussion, etc.

780781782783784785786787788789
Vocal music (phoenix schedule)
782.1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9

operasacred formsliturgical formssecular formsunaccompaniedwomens voiceschildrens voicesmens voicesother voices

Phoenix
780781782783784785786787788789

783

Standard subdivisionsGeneral principlesVocal music
Orchestral musicChamber musicKeyboard, percussion, etc.StringsWindComposer and style

.1 part songs.2 solos.3 high voice.4 medium voice.5 low voice.6 woman's voice.7 child's voice.8 man's voice.9 other solo voice
Instruments in combination (phoenix schedule)
784 ORCHESTRAS AND BANDS

.2 full orchestra.3 chamber orchestra.4 light orchestra.5 jazz band.6 percussion band.7 string orchestra.8 wind band.9 brass band

785 CHAMBER MUSIC
.2 ensembles with kbd and perc..3 ensembles with percussion.4 ensembles with keyboard.5 ensembles without keyboard.6 keyboard etc. ensembles.7 string ensembles.8 wind ensembles.9 brass ensembles

Comparison of the Sachs-Hornbostel classification with the phoenixinstrumental schedules
Sachs-Hornbostel

idiophones (solids)membranophones (drums)chordophonesaerophones (wind)

Phoenix
786.2-5 keyboard.6 mechanical and aeolian.7 electrophones.8 percussion: idiophones (solids)drums787 strings788 wind

Solo instruments (phoenix schedule)
786 KEYBOARD, PERCUSSION, ETC.

.2 piano.3 clavichord.4 harpsichord.5 organ.6 mechanical & aeolian.7 electrophones.8 idiophones.9 membranophones
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Figure 5(cont.) 787 STRINGED INSTRUMENTS

.2 violin.3 viola.4 cello.5 double bass.6 viols & other bowed instr..7 zithers and lyres.8 lutes and guitars.9 harps and musical bows

788 WIND INSTRUMENTS
.2 woodwind.3 flutes.4 oboe, cor anglais.5 bassoon.6 clarinet.7 saxophones.8 free reeds.9 l ip reeds ("brass")

782-783 - vocal music (see fig.2)
Vocal music consists of three facets:a. voices and vocal combinationsb. vocal formsc. accompanimentthese may be combined with each other and with 780 & 781 to form compoundsubjects. •Synthesis is simplest in this area of the schedules, as it isdone by directly adding numbers following 782 in 782.2-782.5 in reverseschedule order. Accompaniment is not specified, except to distinguishaccompanied works from unaccompanied works, so as not to scatter similarworks for similar vocal executants.

784-788 - instrumental music
Instrumental music consists of three areas: orchestral and band music,chamber music, and solo music. Orchestral music is distinguished fromchamber music by being intended for more than one instrument per part.Solo music includes both accompanied and unaccompanied music

784 - orchestras and bands (see fig.3)
Orchestras and bands are listed from 784.2 -with an orchestral combination may be specifiedator 1 and dividing like the schedules for solo784.7 string orchestra787.2 solo violin

784.9. Solo instrumentsby adding the facet indic-instruments at 786-788, e.g.

784.7172 string orchestra with solo violin
785 - chamber music (see fig.3)

In chamber music the primary division is the type of instrumental group,e.g.strings, woodwind, or brass, or a mixed combination of different typesof instruments, rather than the numbers involved. The number or size ofthe ensemble is introduced by 1, e.g.785 chamber music785.15 quintet (unspecified instruments)785.7 chamber music for strings785.715 quintet for strings
786.788 -  solo music (see fig.5)

The Sachs-Hornbostel classification is the basis of these schedules,as the traditional Western classification adopted by most library class-
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ifications is inconsistent, with its categorically mixed divisions ofwind, strings, percussion and keyboard. Piano could be placed as either astringed or a keyboard instrument. And what of the music saw? It has nostrings, nor is blown, percussed or played by a keyboard. These problemsare solved by the catalogue published in 1914 by Curt Sachs and Erich vonHornbostel, which has one uniform principle of division: that of decidingwhat produced the noise through its vibrations. This produced four mutuallyexclusive classes: wind (aerophones), strings (chordophones), drums (membra-nophones) and vibrating solids (idiophones). This last class accomodatesmany instruments that were previously awkward to classify, such as the nailviolin and the musical saw, to mention only European examples. This class-ification has been most useful in classifying non-European instruments,and has been much used by ethnomusicologists. (See fig.4)

We have found it necessary to add four additional classes to cope withWestern developments: electrophones (which were not developed in 1914)and keyboard, mechanical and aeolian instruments, which, although theyfall into the existing Sachs-Hornbostel categories, are sufficiently dif-ferent to be best regarded as separate classes. Classification is thus madeeasy: i f  an instrument is not an electrophone or activated by a keyboardor by other mechanism or the wind, it must be classified in one of Sachs-Hornbostel's categories. This means that the classification of unknowninstruments can be done quickly with the use of a good dictionary of mus-ical instruments.
Solos are considered to comprise music for solo instrument accompaniedby keyboard, or occasionally plucked string instrument, as well as com-pletely unaccompanied music. These are all distinguished by 16, 17 and 19respectively. In addition, the particular accompanying instrument can bespecified. e.g.787.2 v i o l i n787.216 v i o l i n  with keyboard accompaniment787.2162 v i o l i n  with piano accompaniment787.219 v i o l i n  unaccompanied

789 - style and composer
It will be possible to specify here particular traditions of music,such as pop, folk, jazz and non-European traditions, as well as literatureabout particular composers. The notation for this area has not yet beenfinally decided, so any classmarks given here must be regarded as hypo-thetical. This area is completely new, and has several advantages. It willbe possible to give a brief and unique classmark to each main composer,and it will be possible to construct them for particular aspects of theirwork. Returning to a previous example,789.24 B e e t h o v e n782 v o c a l  music781.28 t e x t u r e789.2412028 texture in Beethoven's vocal music

Why libraries should adopt the proposed classification
The main advantage of the proposed classification over most other schemesis its adaptability to the needs of each library, as it is a faceted class-ification. Librarians can be as broad or close in their classifying as theirstock demands, and could emphasize particular facets to reflect the specialinterests of their own library. As a faceted scheme, i t  is much more amenableto machine manipulated than non-faceted classifications for music.
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As has already been stated, the new classification bears quite a resem-blence to its predecessor, which should make reclassification less arduous.In any case, reclassification could easily be undertaken in several stagesover as long a period as suits each library.
Maureen Long, reviewing classification in British music libraries, re-commended in her report that as DC 780 was so deficient, small librariesshould adopt McColvin and large libraries should use BCM. With the accept-ence of the phoenix schedule by DC, a classification fulfilling and improv-ing on the objectives of both these schemes would now be available, andwould be applicable equally to books, scores and recordings. In addition,it is up-to-date, with a permanent revising body, whereas BCM is nearly20 years old and McColvin nearly 40, and neither of them has a revisingbody. I hope you will be persuaded to adopt this classification, and adaptit to the needs of your library.

1975 CONFERENCE -  ABERYSTWYTH
Seventy delegates arrived at Aberystwyth on Thursday 10th April in spiteof a work to rule by British Rail, and settled in to a wet outlook, whichwas to continue most of the-weekend. The Conference sessions began with thosEconcerned with audio-visual materials, which are to be reported in theAudio-Visual Librarian. Reports of the music sessions follow, and outsidehours there were films and a very attractive concert by the AberystwythString Orchestra, a talk on nature conservation by a local expert and afree afternoon during which many delegates climbed onto a steam train inorder to go up the valley and down to the waterfall. The grand finale wasa talk by Peter Hinchcliffe, with the assistance of a well chosen collectionof records, which both amused all present greatly and left them wishingthey could do it half as well.
A new departure was the presence of several exhibitors: James Agate Ltd,the suppliers of recorded jazz, Cambridge Music Shop, with a display of newmusic, The Linguaphone Institute, with its well-known language courses, andthe Long Playing Record Library, with Ivan March making a brief but strikingappearance. The usual amount of informal discussion went on into the smallhours, and one left feeling that the world had been set to rights only toreturn home and find the truth.

Session on libraries in colleges of music
This was the first session to be devoted to libraries in colleges ofmusic at the IAML(UK) conferences. Papers were given by Susan Clegg (Birming-ham School of Music) and Tony Hodges (Royal Northern College of Music),covering the work of their libraries, including finance, staffing, relat-ions with academic staff and students, and co-operative projects in whichthe libraries were involved. These papers showed not only a difference be-tween the libraries in colleges, as opposed to those in public librariesand university libraries, but also between the situations in the variouscolleges themselves. Various suggestions for possible co-operative projectswere put foreward, but the subsequent discussions frequently strayed fromtheir original point - that of college libraries, and therefore came up atother sessions later. At the end of the session there was an opportunity forseeing the music union catalogues produced in Birmingham by the BLCMP, in-volving the School of Music Library, Public Music Library and the Univer-sity Music Library. S u e  Clegg

Session on recent developments in music bibliography
1. The revision of DC 780 T h e  paper by John Clews is printed as aseparate article.
2. AACR revision.Miss Miller talked about the work of an IAML(UK) committee preparing asubmission to the joint LA/BL committee preparing a draft revision of AACR.The work of the committee was at an early stage, and there was thereforelittle to be reported, but it was hoped that all who used AACR for catalogu-ing music would let the committee have their observations. The chairman isMr Richard Andrewes of the Pendlebury Library, Cambridge.
3. Use of MARC for musicMr Malcolm Jones reported that work had begun on a draft enhancement of theBritish MARC format to cater for printed music and that it was hoped tolay the draft, when completed, before the Bibliographic Services Divisionof the British Library. He urged all to think about the problems of musicin a computer-based catalogue as music librarians were already finding thatpractices were being forced on them, and that they were not always verygood ones. This would happen more and more as libraries turned to automationof their cataloguing processes.
The British Library and the provision of music on interlibrary loan
The paper by Maurice Line is printed as a separate article.
Session on orchestral parts
Reporting on the work of the joint IAML(UK)/LA(AVG) working party, Mr MalcolmJones devoted most of the session to the national union-catalogue of orch-estral sets, on which work had begun. He introduced Miss Sheila Cotton, whois to carry out the work as a member of the staff of the Polytechnic ofNorth London, whose computer would be used for the data handling. TheBritish Library Lending Division is to support the project financially, andthe catalogue is expected to be ready in 1976. All public libraries, univ-ersity and college libraries and others with such material have been invitedto co-operate, and others who will consider applications for loan from theircollection. There followed some discussion on detailed points, which was tobe reported to the working party.
IAML(UK) Annual General Meeting
The annual report had been circulated, and with it the treasurer's reportand balance sheet. There was concern at the financial state of the branch,and the need to increase subscriptions. The heaviest drain on resourceshas for years been the capitation levied by the IAML international admin-istration in Kassel. The branch committee had considered the matter severaltimes and had tried to obtain a grant from several sources for this purpose,but without success. Some members felt that some IAML activities were ir-relevant to members needs - RISM, RILM and RIdIM were criticised by TonyHodges, but he found little support. The experience in reducing productioncosts of BRIO might, i t  was thought, be applied to FONTES. The problem iscomplex, and the committee were instructed to take up the matter with Kassel.A new acquisition to the branch committee is Roger Crudge of Avon Countyas County Libraries Representative. All the other officers and committeemembers continue for the following year.
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Mr Tony Hodges had suggested at the college library session a co-oper-ative effort on the acquisition of music periodicals, coupled with a unioncatalogue. There was further discussion of this, and of the national situ-ation in this field. Mr Hodges agreed to investigate the problem further,and the committee would consider the matter again.

Open forum
By now, delegates appeared to have run out of steam, and, apart from re-affirming the value of a joint conference between the two organizations(although opinions varied as to the ideal blend), little emerged from thissession.

One of Tony Hodges' lighter

BRITISH MUSIC YEARBOOK: a survey and directory with statistics and referencearticles for 1975, edited by Arthur Jacobs
Bowker, 1975 £7.50

A new Music Yearbook is upon us, heavier but shorter than the last, witha different imprint, but the same editor. The change of title is explainedby the omission of the international section, which will be covered by thesame publisher's projected International Music Market Place. (The main rea-son for shopping in a market is to buy goods that are fresh and cheap: Bow-kers please note!) Also missing is the "business" section - manufacturers,retailers, etc. These omissions are unfortunate. The great virtue of theMusic'Yearbook was the mass of varied information readily accessible in onevolume. If the volume has become too large, the obvious division is betweenthe "historical" information (reportage of the previous year) and the currentinformation. If there must be further cut-backs, surely opera is over-repre-sented? An alphabetical index of subjects is added (but buried on p.xv, in-stead of easily-findable at the end). Updating of addresses seems, on abrief sampling, disappointing. We are, however, grateful to the publishersfor continuing this invaluable reference book, and trust that next yearswill be even better. C . B .

CHORAL MUSIC IN PRINT, edited by Thomas R. Nardone, James H.Nye and MarkResnick V o l . l .  Sacred choral musicVol.2. Secular choral music
Philadelphia:Musicdata Inc., 1974 $45.00 (hardbound), $32.00 (paper) each

Librarians will receive this work with interest from two points of view,both as a catalogue for practical use and as an example of the applicationof the computer to catalogue production. From the former they will find alisting of choral works in the catalogues of 300 music publishers throughoutthe world, listed in each volume in a single, dictionary sequence under com-poser, arranger and title.
Any single source for so much information is very valuable, and the num-ber of entries and cross references make this a useful tool for dealing withmany enquiries, particularly where a work is asked for by title alone, alwaysa difficult problem. Some more systematic way of treating titles than reli-ance on the form used by publishers would make for a much more rational andtherefore useful sequence. One finds, for example, under MOZART, WolfgangAmadeus, the entries Ave verum, Ave verum corpus K618, Ave verum corpus andother works, and Ave verum K618 in juxtaposition, and later references fromseveral English language forms to some of these. It would surely be morehelpful to collocate all editions of the work under one form of the titleirrespective of the form used by the publishers. The fact that a series ofreferences to composers' names from Agnus Del, Christe du Lamm Gottes, Lambof God, and 0 Lamb of God mostly refer to settings of the same text willnot surprise many, but in some cases they refer in fact to different texts.
Even a composer's name can appear in two forms, as ELGAR and ELGAR,Edward, 1857-1934. Both forms head a sequence of his works; however, severalcomposers are cited only by surname. Under the individual composer asheading the Agnus Del may appear as such or as part of the whole Mass, orboth. No one form of the title is used, so that Nelson Mass and Missa inAngustiis are both found, although there are references from one to theother. There is also an entry under Messen D-moll, and a reference to NelsonMesse, another form used as heading. The reference from Imperial Mass ishowever to Missa in Angustiis. If the reader is now confused, further ex-amination of the work will augment the sensation, not diminish it.
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The publishers whose catalogues' contents have been included are listedat the end, with U.S.agents - accessibility will not be a problem for mostof these, though some are not (officially) available in the U.K. I couldnot fault this work on inclusion of titles from any catalogue available,and this makes it far and away the most comprehensive current listing inthe field. As such, and by providing the means of access from title aswell as composer, i t  must find a place in libraries, though it will needcareful use, and may well exasperate. M a l c o l m  Jones-

COWLING, Elizabeth The CelloBatsford, 1975 £6.50224p, places, 25cm.
The cello has always fared badly in comparison with the violin for lit-erature, and indeed for most people the book by van der Straeten of 1915has been the only standby. Elizabeth Cowling has remedied this with a com-prehensive new book which gives a substantial quantity of information onthe construction of the cello, its history and that of its virtuosi, aswell as of the music written for it. Much of what is said may be known bythe experienced professional, but the information should be invaluable tothe cello student and the teacher who, having trained on the violin, isconfronted with cellos, as well as to the general reader. It is particularlystrong on the baroque period, the solo and continuo role, and the confusionof terminology used to specify the cello and other instruments in combin-ations. Librarians will find particularly useful the repertory lists, arr-anged as Italian baroque sonatas, 19th and 20th century original pieces,and transcriptions, although the last two are somewhat brief, not addingsignificantly to Farrish's String music in print; and there is an extensivebibliography. There is also a biographical listing of 20th century cellists.Malcolm Jones

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUSIC LIBRARIES: COMMISSION FOR BIBLIOGRAPH-ICAL RESEARCH Guide for dating early published music: a manual of bib-liographical practices; compiled by D.W.Krummel
Joseph Boonin/Barenreiter, 1974. £14.00
268p, 25cm.

It is gratifying when the discussions of a committee eventually solidi-fy into print. The IAML Commission for Bibliographical Research has beenpreparing this study for some years; the questionnaire for the national re-ports was originally circulated in 1968. These national reports occupy thesecond half of the book, and are useful, i f  sometimes elementary, sumnariesof and guides to existing research. The first half is "a systematic out-line of methodology" covering all the topics that may contribute to thedetermination of the date of a musical print, particularly of the period1700-1860. The book is adorned with a large number of facsimiles illust-rating the problems discussed and giving examples of the works of the chiefpublishers. These would have been more useful had they been produced atsomething approaching the original size; but reduced four-to-a-page, theyreveal less than they might. The book is not cheap, so the economy seemsrather mean.
The UK Branch was particularly fortunate in that the compiler was in thecountry when the book was published, and we were able to invite him to in-troduce it at a meeting last December. Discussion there centered aroundthe attempt to define "edition", "impression", "state" and "issue". Therewas a general consensus that these terms needed clarification, and thatthe attempt approached the problem in the right way, but considerable doubton the details.
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One point I find disturbing is the statement on p.34 that "the cata-loguer...should ordinarily be satisfied in establishing the date of theissue, regrettably disregarding the different states, known or likely",followed by a note including "a new state contains a different text".Surely, i f  one is not cataloguing in full bibliographical detail, what isstill important is to indicate change in musical text. To take a modernexample, current scores of Vaughan Williams Symphony 4 in f minor differin one note (the last of the slow movement) from the original edition. Thisshould surely be differentiated in any catalogue, whereas discrepanciesin the title page between e.g. pre-war and post-war issues may for mostpurposes be ignored; and in a catalogue that does list all the impressionsseparately, the place in the sequence at which there is a musical changeshould be indicated clearly: otherwise, with prolifieration of bibliograph-ical variants, the musically significant one may be submerged.
Many cataloguers are restricted by space to giving only one date: whichone is it to be9 In many respects, the most important date is that atwhich the printed musical text was established: i.e. the date at which thelatest corrections were made to the plates. This is usually unknown. Sounless there is contradictory evidence, it  should be assumed that the dateof the copy before one is the date of publication of the edition. But theedition can suffer two types of alteration: the musical and the bibliograph-ical. By "musical" I mean alterations in musical content, by "bibliograph-ical" changes in price, address or name of publisher, plate number, etc.(The reingraving of a few pages of the score may fall into either category.)A musical change generally, but not always (e.g.the example quoted) coin-cides with a bibliographical change. Valuable though the bibliographicalinformation may be, in any abbreviated form of catalogue it should be ig-nored (though, of course, used to warn the cataloguer to check for musicalchanges). So the date quoted may be considerable earlier than that of the

copy catalogued. In some cases, the date will in fact be earlier than thatat which the apparent publisher began his business (e.g.in the case of aBrandus reissue of a Schlesinger publication - and should we date a Kalmusreprint of the Breitkopf edition of Mozart symphonies 1880?) I would sug-gest that a convenient notational device would be the plus sign after adate: 1832+ indicates a later impression/issue/state of an edition publish-ed in 1832, c1830+ indicates a later version of an edition published roundabout 1830, not an edition itself published in or soon after 1830. Thissign can be used whatever conclusions are ultimately reached about thedefinitions of impression, issue and state; if, indeed, any conclusionsare possible between bibliographers, cataloguers, dealers and the otherinterested parties. C l i f f o r d  Bartlett
LOWE, Rachel Frederick Delius, 1862-1934: a catalogue of the MusicArchive of the Delius Trust, London
Delius Trust, 1974 £7.50 (Distributed by Boosey and Hawkes)
182p, 25cm

The Delius Music Archive is housed at the Royal Academy of Music, andcontains most of the manuscripts that were in Delius house in Grez-sur-Loing at his death. This catalogue lists the music manuscripts in thearchive in the order in which they have been numbered and bound, which isbasically chronological, though related versions and works have been boundtogether. (I would question the wisdom of binding in one volume two ver-sions of the same piece, since it makes comparison between them more diffi-cult, and the extra turning of the page this entails causes unnecessarywear on the manuscript.) The bibliographical descriptions are detailed and
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precise: I am impressed that Miss Lowe can distinguish old sellotape fromscotch tape, (Is there, incidentally, any article that lists the date atwhich inventions like the different sorts of sticky-tape, ball-point pens,felt-tips, etc. came into use: i t  would be very useful for bibliographicalwork on 20th century manuscripts?) Relevant biographical information isproduced skilfully to illuminate problems, differences between versionsdescribed, and borrowings noted. There is a generous selection of fac-similes. A brave attempt has been made to sort out the various hands in-volved, since apart from the additions of conductors who have used thescores, there is a large number of copyists' hands to identify, includingcomposers such as Ravel, Florent Schmitt, Percy Grainger and Peter Warlock.An index of copyists - or, indeed, a general index - would have been useful.

One has nothing but praise for the catalogue as far as it goes. But oneis disappointed at the scope of the volume. Very few libraries (and evenfewer individuals) need a partial Delius catalogue. So much of the workhas been done here, that it is a pity that the MSS surviving elsewhere(listed on p180) have not been catalogued. Similarly, from the incidentalreferences and the list on p169, i t  is clear that the cataloguer is famil-iar with the details of the published editions. So it is greatly to be re-gretted that the opportunity was not taken to produce a full catalogue ofDelius's works. According to the title page, Rachel Lowe was archivist tothe Delius Trust from 1964 to 1966, so presumably most of the cataloguingwas done then. In the intervening time, could not comeone have been foundto complete the task (under her guidance)? (How many -library school theseshave been produced since then that no-one will ever look at? Is it possibleto direct students to this sort of work?) But we hope that it will event-ually be completed with the thoroughness and dedication -shown here, andthat the Delius Trust will publish a complete catalogue of the works ofDelius as soon as possible. C l i f f o r d  Bartlett

RILM ABSTRACTS OF MUSIC LITERATURE: TABLE OF CONTENTSI - V (1967 - 1971)
New York: R.I.L.M. (1975)
xvi, 304p, 27.5cm

Cumulative index

The usefulness of an abstracting journal depends largely on the qualityof itsindex. RILM has already produced detailed annual indexes; we now havea cumulated index covering its first five years. The editor-in-chief, ina letter sent with the review copy, states "while we appreciate that indexesnormally do not receive reviews, this index is rather special". One ap-proaches the task of reviewing timidly on reading in the first paragraphof the foreword "Book reviews usually omit any discussion of the indexaltogether; when they do mention it, their comments are often uninformed".
No-one would criticize the editors of RILM for being uninformed in themethods of indexing and the problems of producing a document usable by allsorts of musicians speaking a variety of languages. Although basically inEnglish, the index incorporates cross-referring subject headings in sevenother languages, taken from the RILM International Thesaurus. In futureeditions (and the separate publication of the Thesaurus) may we hope formore cross-references from non-favoured terms. It is particularly unfort-unate that terms used in the annual indexes are dropped from the cumulation(e.g.ability in vol.4 is cross-referenced to aptitude, but is omitted fromthe cumulation.) Comparison with the index to vol.1 reveals some curiousdiscrepencies. Looking down the first column of that volume, one finds thatover half the headings do not appear in the cumulation. Presumably some re-trenchment became necessary when the size of the enterprise became plain,and there are no such discrepencies with later volumes.
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The closer one looks at the index, the more inconsistencies one finds.I take a few examples at random. Under manuscripts the first and last entryunder "Firenze" refer to the same MS under different library titles (whilethe library has yet another name in the second entry). The order under"British Museum" is confused, and one entry is erroneous: "Berkeley MS,15th c." The article indexed here is in fact about "Add.23220", and thereference to "Berkeley"should be transferred to "Berkeley, U.of California,14th c.theory treatises". Under Bach, Johann Sebastian, the distinctionbetween "autograph" and "manuscript" is too subtle to be applied consis-tently. What distinction is intended? Between MSS in Bach's hand and MSSin other hands? But Cantata 71 is an autograph MS: "a unique example ofBach's early handwriting", to quote the relevant abstract. Why under "manu-scripts" does the BWV number come before the cantata title, while under"works" cantatas are mostly listed (annoyingly, especially when there aretwo settings of the same text) under title without BWV number; not, however,consistently, since some have BWV number only, while one has a nickname?Furthermore, the user must remember that entries for specific works arescattered through other subsections, so it is necessary for him always toread through the whole section (41 columns) to be sure he misses nothing.There is an entry for libraries; also one for archives - but the differencebetween the two types of collections is not clear from the sort of namesunder each. The BBC is in London under archives but more generally in GreatBritain under libraries. Ireland also seems to be part of Great Britain,but the two items listed under libraries are slips.
It is distressing how many slips can be detected simply be readingthrough the index, without even checking back to the original abstract.Before the next cumulation, i t  would be desirible for the editors to per-suade a wide range of musicologists to read through the index carefully toeliminate these: perhaps volunteers might be tempted by the offer of a sub-scription to RILM in return. But beyond that, the compilers seem to betaking the terms used in titles or abstracts without adequate co-ordin-ation, and the arrangement of the larger headings has not been properlyconsidered.
In using the index, I find myself often looking up a topic and wonder-ing "Is that the article by xxx?" I f  the author's name could be addedafter the abstract number, this question could be answered without refer-ence to the abstract, and time wasted chasing familiar references would beavoided. It would increase the bulk of the index, but not by very much,since many entries take up less than a full column width, and most of theentries listing a large number of abstracts are for authors, so would notbe lengthened anyway.
Useful though it be, this is not quite so convenient a document as wehad hoped. It is,however, an essential adjunct to the indispensible RILM,and should facilitate, and we hope increase, its use. Clifford Bartlett

In view of the remarks made at the Conference concerning the usefulness of a completecatalogue of miniature scores, we would draw attention to the latest catalogue fromBlackwell's Music Shop (Catalogue 1030), which comprises a list of most of the miniaturescores currently available. Names of publishers are only included to distinguish rivaleditions, and Prices were, of course, out-of-date even before the catalogue could be circu-lated. but. it is a most convenient listing and worth keeping for its general referencevalue.
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Music Publishers' Catalogues received November 1974 - March 1975
compiled by Alan Pope
BARENREI TER
BARENREITER

(Kassel) Barenreiter informiert 3 '74. 32ppNeue Preise per 1.2.75. 6pp
(London) Barenreiter publishing news - new Barenreiterpublications 1974 (no.13). 6ppDietrich Buxtehude works available 8ppHeinrich Schtitz works available 16pp

BOELKE-BOMART
BOOSEY & HAWKES
BRASS PRESS
BREITKOPF &

CARISCH
Editions du

Publications. 1p
Music for keyboard, 1974 2Opp & price suppl.Pocket scores, 1974 12pp & price suppl.
Catalogue 1975. 7PP

HARTEL (London)Broadsheet, January 1975. 3ppMusic for guitar, catalouge 1975/6. 34ppMusic for orchestra, 1974/5. 24pp
Notizario 5, settembre-ottobre 1974. 16ppNotizario 1, gennaio-febbraio 1975. 16pp

CENTRE NATIONALE DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUECatalogue general 1975. 182pp includespublications
CHESTER
EULENBURG (Zurich)
FABER MUSIC

GALAXY
GERIG

HANSSLER
IMC (New
NOVELLO

Instrumental music. 41pp
Verlagskatalog 1975. 41pp

music

Gustav Hoist 1874-1934. Prospectus of the HolstCollected Facsimile Edition and the Thematic Cata-logue of Hoist's music 7PP
Complete trade catalogue, 1975-6. 54p
Editionskatalog 74/75. 61ppArno Volk Verlag, Hans Gerig: Analacta Musicologia,Concentus Musicus. Prospectus 8PP
Katalog 2 - Chormusik a cappella 1975. 67ppPartiturenkatalog - FrUhjahr 1975. selection 48pp

York)/Kalmus (London)International Music Catalogue '75. 96pp
Music & books for infant schools, 1975. 21ppMusic & books for junior and middle schools, 1975.61ppMusic & books for senior schools, 1975. 62pp

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

PELIKAN
RICORDI

SCHOTT (London)
R.SMITH
Edition STEINGRABER
UNITED MUSIC PUBLISHERS
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Music and books on music of universities, collegesand schools of music 1975 58ppMusic bulletin 518, 1 Sept.74 - 1 Jan.75. 2OppOxford music: forthcoming publications 1 Januaryto 1 May 1975. 4pp
Nummernverzeichnis 1/1975 with prices 9PP
Chronache musicale Ricordi 4 - notiziario delleedizioni Ricordi - ottobre 1974. 56ppThe instrumental works of Antonio Vivaldi (completeedition) 1974 32ppIstituto Italiano Antonio Vivaldi - Antonio VivaldiSacred Works 1974 6ppNew Ricordi publications and reprints 1 Jan.-31Dec. 1974. 12pp
New publications, October 1973 - September 1974.6pp
Brass band music, 1975. 4pp
Katalog 1974. 12pp
News - New publications, February 1975. 2pp

UNIVERSAL EDITION (London)/KALMUS (London)Choral catalogue 1974General catalogue '75.Miniature scores. 16pp
WESTERN INTERNATIONAL Catalog 1974-75. 34pp
Muziekuitgeverij XYZ IXYZETCatalogus. 12pp
ZANIBON

28pp45pp

Notiziario no.15, ottobre-dicembre 1974. 2pp

•
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NOTES & NEWS
The branch committee has voted Charles Cudworth to honorary membership ofthe U.K. branch of IAML.
Bowker Publishing are preparing directories of Sound recording collectionsin Europe and Subject collections in European libraries. Questionnaireshave been distributed, but they would appreciate hearing from any librarianswhose collections have not come to their attention. Please contact PeterFound at P.O.Box 5, Epping, Essex CM16 4BH.
The Grainger Archivist at the University of Melbourne would like to hearof anyone who can help her locate material related to Percy Grainger. Pleasewrite to Dr Kay Dreyfus, Archivist, Grainger Museum, University of Melbourne,Parkville, Victoria 3502, Australia.
The 1976 Joint Conference of IAML(UK) and the LA AV Group will be held atTrinity College, Oxford, from Friday April 2nd to Monday April 5th. Ple:?senote that this is not the date announced at Aberystwyth. Any suggestionsfor topics of discussion or other arrangements should be sent to CliffordBartlett.
Information for this section will be welcome: i t  should be sent to MalcolmJones.

Music Books From Dent
Messian
ROBERT SHER LAW JOHNSON
A full-length assessment of one of the mostsignificant and individual composers of thetwentieth century. Robert Sherlaw Johnson givesan account of the composer's life and earlyinfluences, and discusses his music in detail. £6.95
'Master Musicians' Series
'Dent's "Master Musicians" series is still the bestintroductory and ready-reference set of titles in thefield.' Times Literary Supplement
New volumes
Bruckner
DEREK WATSON
Derek Watson gives a vivid account of the composer'sstruggles and achievements both personal andcreative, of his relationships with contemporariessuch as Wagner, Brahms, Hanslick and Mahler, andof the subsequent growth of interest in his music.The later chapters are devoted to detailed analysesof each of Bruckner's works. £2.95

Stravinsky
FRANCIS ROUTH
Few composers have been better documented thanStravinsky but this is the first complete study ofhis life and work, including a review from thestandpoint of style and aesthetic of the entirepublished corpus of his music (most of which herecorded himself). £4.25

Revised editions
Handel PERCY M. YOUNG£3.95; Paperback £2.25
Purcell J.A. WESTRUP£3.60; Paperback £1.80
Brahms PETER LATHAMFull revised by Sir Jack Westrup£2.95; Paperback £1.60
Monteverdi DENIS ARNOLD£3.95; Paperback £2.10JD= Anrir

DELIUS ARCHIVE CATALOGUE
Hiawatha, Folkeraadet and Sakuntala are all titles the aver-age music lover is unlikely to associate with FrederickDelius. Add to these at least eight other little-known comp-ositions plus a good many more familiar works and youhave the basis of a fascinating book in which a wide varietyof Delius's manuscripts are described, discussed and illus-trated. Rachel Lowe, archivist to the Delius Trust has com-piled the Catalogue of the Music Archive of the Delius Trust,a strictly limited edition that will prove invaluable to allstudents of this composer. The catalogue chronologicallylists all the manuscripts owned by the Trust, describing eachitem in great detail, from the smallest pencil marking to ageneral history of a work and its place in Delius's oeuvre.Illustrations include nearly forty photo-reproductions oforiginal manuscripts and documents as well as numerousmusic examples.Miss Lowe's work, which has been superbly bound and

printed by the.Scolar Press, affords us the opportunity ofobtaining much important information about the works ofFrederick Delius that would otherwise prove extremelydifficult to obtain. Delians should not lose the chance ofpurchasing this important book.
Published by the Delius Trust, London.Distributors and SoleSelling Agents: Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Limited

£7.50
also recently published
Koanga, Opera in three acts, Vocal Score £5.00
This score includes a preface to the completely revised lib-retto and appendices featuring two facsimiles — an ariafrom Delius's manuscript and the original Prelude to Act II Ifrom the manuscript of the original vocal score prepared byFlorent Schmitt.)008ty&HAWg8.• _  • - ,  - • •
Pdhitshen, LitriteciR • I  i:J WIAi BR 1-0( viol it! 0, 580 2060

UITGEVERIJ FRITS KNUF BV

Postbus 20, 2707 Buren (Gld), The Netherlands
MARIE H. CHARBON: Vocale Muziek van 1512-ca 1650. 241ppAmsterdam 1973. Clothbound. H f l  1 0 0 , --In the series Hfl 80,--
Catalogue of the extensive holdings of late Renaissance vocalmusic. With indices of 6500 text-incipits; authors' names;publishers' and booksellers' names; title-index.(Catalogues of the Music Library of the Hague Municipal MuseumVol. II)
FRANK HARRISON: Time, Place & Music. An anthology of ethno-musicological observation ca 1550 - ca 1800. Amsterdam 1973.221pp. with 23 ilustr. & 9 music examples. Boards. H f l  60,--In the series Hfl 50,--(Source Materials & Studies in Ethnomusicology, Vol.I)

Detailed information to be had on request
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In assoc with Dobells Jazz Et Blues Shops

(DEPT BR)75 CHARING CROSS ROAD LONDON WC2H OAATelephone 01-437 6733FolkA
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Suppliers of gramophone records to University,College,and Public Libraries.Also private collectors.

CRAMER'SMUSIC LIBRARY SERVICE
(Established 1929)

*  All editions supplied
*  Comprehensive stock of scoresavailable in library binding
ie Specialist staff to advise onall music library enquiries andproblems
*  Publishers of "The Library MusicBulletin" and "Basic and StandardMusic Library List".

J. B. CRAMER Et CO. LTD.
99 ST. MARTIN'S LANELONDON WC2N 4A2
Telephone: 01-240 1612

Guidefor DatingEarly PublishedMusic
A Manual of Bibliographical Practices, compiled by Donald W. Krummel

Publishers of the period 1700-1860 customarily omitted the date fromtheir editions, and users today must begin their study by determiningthis date as a first step in the evaluation of their evidence.The Guide begins with the compiler's Synopsis, a systematic discussionof the various ways of establishing the date: by plate numbers,addresses, copyright notices, advertisements, characteristics of thephysical document, and mention of current events. Also included areNational Reports, prepared for this book by over two dozen leadingspecialists in Europe and America. Numerous examples and bibliographicalreferences are cited.

The Compiler, formerly with the University of Michigan, the Libraryof Congress, and the Newberry Library, is now Professor of LibraryScience and of Music at the University of Illinois in Urbana.He is also President of the Commission on Bibliographical li,esearchof the International Association of Music Libraries, under whoseauspices the Guide is appearing.

272 pages, 242 illustrations, cloth DM 70.00 S  25.00 /
Barenreiter m Joseph Boonin
In Europe, including ureat Britain and the epublic of Ilehind
IIILENZET01, 32 Gt Titchfield St., London W1P
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new books on music

1975

Alois Fuchs
Thematisches Verzeichnis der sUmtlichen Kompositionen von
Haydn (1839). Thematic Catalogue of Haydn's Works Facsimile Edition by
Richard Schaal. 2 0 3  plates & IXpp (German) 91/2" x 12" Cloth bound £15 D-2446

Deutsches Jahrbuch der Musikwissenschaft fiir 1972 The German
Yearbook of Musicology for 1972, Ed. Rudolf Eller 1 1 5 p p  £4.40 P -7005r

Paul Frank & Wilhelm Altmann
Tonkiinstler Lexicon: 15th Edition, Part 2 (additions since 14th Edition
o f  1937), Volume I  A—K, (German) 7 ' / 2 "  x 10" 410pp Cloth bound £16 D-2743

Claude Abravanel
Claude Debussy —A B ib l i og raphy  ( E n g l i s h )  220pp Bound £8.10 D-1612dd

Manfred M. Junius
The Sitar — The Instrument and its Technique
A comprehensive and helpful manual for Western Sitar students, providing
information about the instrument and its ancestors and relatives, and
containing a number of graded exercises. (English) 1 2 0 p p  £4.50 D-2745

Claudio Monteverdi
Lettere Dediche e Prefazioni. Letters, dedications & prefaces critical
edition with notes, by Domenico de' Paoli 4 2 7 p p  £9.50 D-2713

Retail & Hire: 119-125 Wardour Street, London W1V 4DN
Head Office & Trade: 10-12 Baches Street, London NI 6DN


